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  Individuals within a group often ___ their own values in favor of those held by the 

group.  

prefer  emphasize  cherish  compromise  

  Living near the airport, I am very much ______ by the noise of airplanes. I can not sleep 

well and often feel uneasy.  

marked  bothered  expected  confused  

  Claire loves to buy ___ foods: vegetables and herbs from China, spices from India, 

olives from Greece, and cheeses from France.  

sea  stingy  tranquil  exotic  

  Falling asleep in class and being drowsy at work were just two examples of his ___.  

energy  fatigue  conspiracy  belief  

  Elizabeth Anker is a very ___ artist for she is not only an excellent pianist but also a 

great singer, painter, and poet.  

ethical  feeble  versatile  classical  

  As a result of the accident, Shirley was ___ for three weeks before gradually recovered. 

unconscious  prehistoric  gorgeous  fortunate  

  The cake was ___, and tasted bad.  

stale  nutritious  familiar  indispensable  

  To ___ money, buy just what you need and refrain from buying unnecessary stuff.  

invent  discard  save  exhaust  

  With a ___ smile, Robert showed how happy he was when he won the swimming 

contest yesterday.  

fertile  historic  pollutant  complacent  

  Susan Manning＇s trip to Buffalo was a/an ___ one. She took her time.  

hasty  urgent  rapid  leisurely  

  Professor Nelson, who is rather strange, displays some ___ behavior from time to time. 

ordinary  eccentric  comprehensive  logical  

  Some families have children in chronic health conditions. At times, the pressure may be 
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___ to every individual in the family and the challenges can affect the quality of family 

life.  

encouraging  convincing  outgoing  overwhelming 

  Christopher Reeve was ___ from the neck down and confined to a wheelchair, after the 

tragic accident.  

paralyzed  articulated  classified  enlightened  

  Many young Spaniards continued to come to the island, hoping to find gold quickly and 

become rich ___.  

backward  hardly  overnight  nowhere  

  Since our economy has been improving recently, I hope that my boss will give me a big 

_____ this year.  

conquest  consumption  rise  raise  

  John Keene＇s opinion has no _____ on her daughter＇s decision to become a 

professional artist. She always gets her own way.  

annoyance  revenge  record  effect  

  The book is about a very ___ boy who always breaks things.  

clumsy  appropriate  evident  fragrant  

  If something is ___, it is dull and depressing.  

measurable  dreary  graphic  hysterical  

  Katherine was reminded to return the book by next Monday, which she ___ from the 

school library three months ago.  

captured  prevented  borrowed  arrested  

  Sarah, who often attends symphony concerts, has a great ___ for music.  

anxiety  disregard  appreciation  headline  

  For some people, the fear of visiting a ___ outweighs the pain of a toothache.  

barbarian  diplomat  dentist  magician  

  Dr. Morales has confirmed a major ___ in the world of rock art: an ancient rock painting 

at a burial site from the Inca site of Machu Picchu in Peru.  

epidemic  discovery  flaw  galaxy  

  Some soils are extremely rich in ___ and nutrients such as iron and copper.  

minerals  mermaids  miniatures  manuscripts  

  Scientists have found a ___ for the rare contagious disease, and some patients now have 

the hope of recovery.  
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replacement  penalty  cure  passion  

  Elaine Hadley has many ___, such as horse-back riding, dancing, and playing with 

animals.  

devices  sensations  temperaments  hobbies  

  People who have a great sense of ___ are often very popular, because they are usually 

intelligent, open-minded, and witty.  

frustration  humor  betrayal  inferiority  

  A ___ person is usually welcomed by everyone, because he never irritates people.  

selfish  naughty  pessimistic  humble  

  Petroleum production can contribute to air and water pollution; besides, drilling for ___ 

may disturb the fragile ecosystems.  

oil  light  air  truth  

  Kenneth is ___ to confide in others, because he fears that the information he reveals will 

be used maliciously against him.  

happy  thankful  reluctant  voluntary  

  ___ people are sensitive to others＇ wants and feelings.  

Blunt  Considerate  Arrogant  Dominant  

  Ms. Mead has become a media celebrity and an iconic figure who ___ a range of 

different ideas, values, and beliefs to a broad spectrum of the American public.  

alienated  buried  calculated  represented  

  For centuries, artists, historians, and tourists have been ___ by Mona Lisa＇s enigmatic 

smile.  

ignored  characterized  fascinated  embraced  

  ___ are small, often brightly colored, thin rubber bags that rise and float when they are 

filled with light gas.  

Balloons  Flags  Peacocks  Rainbows  

  As children grow and mature, they will leave behind ___ pursuits, and no longer be so 

selfish and undisciplined as they used to be.  

masculine  childish  philosophical  honorable  

  Dogs usually want to ___ and play with cats, whereas cats are usually afraid and 

defensive.  

chase  abandon  denounce  shun  

  Wind and sunshine are very important ____for Penghu, attracting a large number of 
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tourists each year.  

assets  quantities  propositions  materials  

  Fireworks and firecrackers are often used in Chinese communities to _____ greeting 

good fortunes and scaring away evils.  

sign  symbolize  identify  underline  

  Watch out for your own safety! Don＇t be a target of _____ while you are traveling.  

audience  thieves  heroes  clients  

  Scarlet fever is a/an _____ disease, which is transferable from one person to another.  

different  contagious  important  special  

  A _____ is a necessary document for the passenger to get on the airplane.  

boarding pass  passport  identification card  visa  

  Besides participating in local cultural activities, people who desire to explore the 

ecology of Kenting can _____ plenty of wildlife and plants.  

observe  pick up  object  plan  

  Flight attendants help passengers find their seats and _____ their carry-on luggage safely 

in the overhead compartments.  

stow  strew  straighten  stifle  

  We finished the trip and the cost was well below _____. We had planned to spend three 

thousand dollars, but we ended up spending only half of that.  

reference  reminder  budget  permission  

  If there is any suspicion of contagious diseases or agricultural pests, the customs agents 

will impose a _____.  

declaration  duty  quarantine  predicament  

  When people travel to popular destinations during peak seasons, it is necessary to 

reserve _____ before the trip.  

generation  accommodations  identification  confirmation  

  If you want to find the cheapest airplane ticket, _____ can usually be found through the 

Internet.  

bargains  destinations  reservations  itinerary  

  Tom＇s team won the game at the last minute, and the coach was very proud of the 

_____ of his players.  

performance  modulation  perception  application  

  Don＇t press the alarm bell unless in absolute _____.  
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emergence  emergency  service  status  

  Nowadays, most information has become _____ through the use of computers.  

ordinal  fixed  available  perfect  

  If you have any problems or questions about our new products, you are welcome to use 

our _____-free service line.  

tax  toll  money  fee  

  The amusement park is a famous tourist _____ in Japan. Tourists of all ages love to go 

there.  

attraction  fascination  information  attention  

  Since the president of the company is absent, the general manager will _____ over the 

meeting.  

preview  preside  pledge  persuade  

  Even though you have _____ your flight with the airline, you must still be present at the 

check-in desk on time.  

informed  confirmed  required  given  

  “Don＇t count your chickens before they are hatched＂ is a _____ that reminds 

people not to be too optimistic before their plans succeed.  

story  proverb  history  pursuit  

  To increase sales of products, many companies spend huge sums of money on _____ 

campaigns.  

promotion  automatic  stable  solitary  

  Please examine your luggage carefully before leaving. At the security counter, every 

item in the luggage has to go through thorough _____.  

relation  invention  inspection  observation  

  When you are ready to get off an airplane, you will be told not to forget your personal 

_____.  

utilities  belongings  commodities  works  

  A: How can I get to the National Museum from here? B: _____  

You mustn＇t go with your friends.  It is too far from here.  

 You can take that bus.  I can not go with 

you.  

  Quick and friendly service at the front desk is important to the _____ of tourists.  

satisfaction  procession  procedure  prohibition  
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  For tours in peak seasons, travel agents sometimes have to make reservations a year or 

more __________.  

above all  beyond all  in advance  afterwards  

  The flight is scheduled to _____ at eleven o＇clock tomorrow. You will have to get to 

the airport two hours before the takeoff.  

land  depart  cancel  examine  

  Please see to it that all necessary _____ have been completed. Never risk your life 

simply for convenience＇s sake.  

possibilities  reservations  procedures  alternatives  

  You don＇t have to worry about where to stay tonight. My friend in downtown area will 

find you a night＇s _____.  

station  lodging  housekeeper  seat  

  International _____ allows countries to buy what they need from other countries.  

trade  field  port  trip  

  Visitors to New York often talk about the feeling of _____ there. It is a city full of 

energy and hope.  

culture  chat  excitement  reason  

  In many Western cultures, it is rude to ask about a person＇s age, weight, or salary. 

However, these topics may not be as ______ in East Asia.  

economical  polluted  governed  sensitive  

  I enjoy looking at _____ in museums. However, I am too poor to collect any myself.  

websites  art pieces  crime  magazines  

  Cathy is an outgoing and successful salesperson, but her _____ is in web design.  

neighborhood  background  section  system  

  Exploring the culture and history of Africa sounds like a great _____. It will be a lot of 

fun!  

research  abroad  adventure  space  

  Be sure to dress warmly when _____ in the mountains. It gets cold in the afternoon.  

hiking  shopping  diving  visiting  

  Clinical depression is a serious medical illness that negatively affects how you feel, 

the way you think and how you act. Individuals with clinical depression are unable to 

function as they used to. Often they have lost interest in activities that were once 

enjoyable to them, and feel sad and hopeless for extended periods of time. Clinical 

depression is not the same as feeling sad or depressed for a few days and then feeling 
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better. It can affect your body, mood, thoughts, and behavior. It can change your eating 

habits, your ability to work and study, and your interaction with people. 

Clinical depression is not a sign of personal weakness, or a condition that can be 

willed away. In fact, it often interferes with a person＇s ability or will to get help. It is a 

serious illness that lasts for weeks, months and sometimes years. It may even influence 

someone to contemplate or attempt suicide.  

People of all ages, genders, ethnicities, cultures, and religions can suffer from 

clinical depression. Each year it affects over 17 million American men and women 

(source: American Psychiatric Association). Clinical depression is frequently 

unrecognized and untreated. But, with the right treatment, most people who do seek help 

get better within several months. Many people begin to feel better in just a few weeks. 

  According to the passage, which of the following statements is true?  

Clinical depression is not an illness but a symptom.  

Clinical depression may affect how people feel, think, and behave.  

Individuals with clinical depression function as they used to.  

Individuals with clinical depression are often inclined to seek external help.  

  According to the passage, how long will clinical depression affect people afflicted with 

the illness?  

It may affect them for weeks, months and sometimes years.  

It may affect them for a few days only.  

It may affect them for just several minutes.  

It may affect them for no longer than a couple of seconds.  

  What does the word “suicide＂ at the end of the second paragraph mean?  

the act of killing another person  the act of breaking into a building  

the act of terminating a pregnancy  the act of taking one＇s own life  

  Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?  

Clinical depression is incurable.  

Children are immune to clinical depression.  

Clinical depression is often overlooked.  

Old people are more likely to suffer from clinical depression than children.  

  Which of the following would be the best title for this passage?  

Medical Illnesses   Psychological Health   

Medical Pathology   Clinical Depression  
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While on vacation, not everyone likes staying at nice hotels, visiting museums, and 

shopping at department stores. Some would rather jump out of an airplane, speed down a 

river, or stay in a traditional village. They are part of a growing number of people who 

enjoy adventure tourism. It is a type of travel for people looking to get more out of their 

vacations.  

With the Internet, it is easier than ever to set up an adventure tour. People can plan 

trips themselves, or they can find a suitable tour company online. Some popular 

countries to visit are Costa Rica, India, New Zealand, and Botswana. Their natural 

settings make them perfect for outdoor activities like hiking and diving. Rich in wildlife, 

they are also great for bird watching and safaris. Learning about the local history and 

culture is also popular with adventure travelers. In Peru, people love visiting the ruins of 

Machu Picchu. And, travelers in Tanzania enjoy meeting local tribes. In some countries, 

it is even possible to live and work in a village during a vacation. While building houses 

and helping research teams, travelers can enjoy local food and learn about the culture. 

Besides being a lot of fun, these exiting trips mean big money for local economies. 

Tourism is already the world＇s largest industry, worth some $ 3 trillion. Of that, 

adventure tourism makes up about 20% of the market. That number is growing, as more 

people plan exciting vacations in their own countries and abroad.  

  What can we infer about adventure tourists from the passage?  

They like safe and comfortable vacations.   

They have little interest in culture.  

They enjoy trips that are exciting.   

They rarely play on sports teams.  

  Where would you go to visit Machu Picchu?  

Tanzania  Europe  Peru  The Himalayas 

  What is NOT a reason why people enjoy traveling to New Zealand?  

Tours there are cheaper than in other places.   

It is a great place for nature lovers.  

One could easily set up a bird watching trip.   

There are many outdoor activities.  

  What does the word rich in paragraph 2 mean?  

wealthy  plentiful  funny  heavy  

  What does the passage suggest about the tourism industry?  
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It may soon be worth $3 trillion.   

Adventure tourism brings in the most money. 

Most of the industry is facing hard times.   

It is important to local economies. 

 


